
9 Options 

9.1 Worktop Flush Mounting - HOTBEAM 04 

The Underheaters can be mounted flush with the work surface by using an optional mount-
ing frame!  This can make working, for example with a soldering iron, considerably easier, 
as lower arms and wrists remain in a relaxed position and tire less quickly.  

There is a mounting frame available for the HOTBEAM 04 Underheater.  The unit can be 
placed into the frame after installation and will operate in this location.  When not in use a 
protective cover allows a completely level work surface to be restored, which, when cov-
ered with an ESD mat for example, frees the space for any other activities! 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 58: Flush-mounting for HOTBEAM 04 with Mounting Frame  
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Fig. 59: Mounting Frame HOTBEAM 04  

 
Detailed information for making a tabletop aperture suitable for the mounting frame can 
be obtained from your MARTIN Representative.    



 Chapter: Options 

9.2 Worktop Flush Mounting - HOTBEAM 05 

An optional mounting frame is also available for the HOTBEAM 05 Underheater!  
 
Ideally, the top flange of the frame is let into the worktop surface by 2mm, which ensures 
that the upper surfaces of the Underheater, the frame and the work top coincide. When 
not in use a protective cover allows a completely level work surface to be restored, which, 
when covered with an ESD mat for example, frees the space for any other activities!  
  

 

 

Fig. 60: Flush Mounting in Worktop HOTBEAM 05  
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Fig. 61: Information for Work Surface Aperture HOTBEAM 05 Mounting Frame 

 
Detailed information for making a tabletop aperture suitable for the mounting frame can 
be obtained from your MARTIN Representative.    


